Binding of ethidium to the nucleosome core particle. 2. Internal and external binding modes.
We have previously reported that the binding of ethidium bromide to the nucleosome core particle results in a stepwise dissociation of the structure which involves the initial release of one copy each of H2A and H2B (McMurray & van Holde, 1986). In this report, we have examined the absorbance and fluorescence properties of intercalated and outside bound forms of ethidium bromide. From these properties, we have measured the extent of external, electrostatic binding of the dye versus internal, intercalation binding to the core particle, free from contribution by linker DNA. We have established that dissociation is induced by the intercalation mode of binding to DNA within the core particle DNA, and not by binding to the histones or by nonintercalative binding to DNA. The covalent binding of [3H]-8-azidoethidium to the core particle clearly shows that less than 1.0 adduct is formed per histone octamer over a wide range of input ratios. Simultaneously, analyses of steady-state fluorescence enhancement and fluorescence lifetime data from bound ethidium complexes demonstrate extensive intercalation binding. Combined analyses from steady-state fluorescence intensity with equilibrium dialysis or fluorescence lifetime data revealed that dissociation began when approximately 14 ethidium molecules are bound by intercalation to each core particle and less than 1.0 nonintercalated ion pair was formed per core particle.